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SAMMENDRAG
I denne undersøkelsen er lange og homogene tidsserier for av1øpog nedbør studert for å identifisere
variasjoner i tid og rom. Til dette er empiriske ortogonale funksjoner (E0E-metoden) benyttet. Både
årlige, glattede (ved bruk av Gauss-filter) og sesongverdier er undersøkt. Analysen viser at de årlige
variasjonene i nedbør og avløp er sammenfallende. Avvik som opptrer for sesongverdier er forårsaket
av snøakkumulering og snøsmelting. I de filtrerte seriene gjenspeiles trender. For nedbør er en
sammenligning mellom de forskje1lige normalperiodene utført. Denne viser at periodene 1900-30 og
1960-90 oppfører seg forskjellig fra perioden 1930-60. Dette kan skyldes at ulike værtyper har
dominert i de enkelte periodene. Forskjellige værtyper reflekteres i u1ikeempiriske ortogonale
funksjoner. Dette bekreftes gjennom regionale studier. At nedbør og avløp følger samme mønster er et
viktig resultat med tanke på klimastudier og ekstrapolasjon.

ABSTRACT
In this study long and homogeneous time series of runoff and precipitation are studied to identify
variations in time and space. The method of empirical orthogonal functions (E0E-method) is applied.
Both annual observations, smoothed (using Gauss-filter) and seasonal values are analyzed. The analysis
shows that the temporal variations in runoff and precipitation coincide. The deviations occurring in the
seasonal values are caused by snow accumulation and snow melt. In the filtered series temporal trends
are found. A comparison between the different normal periods has been carried out for precipitation.
The 1900-30 and 1960-90 periods differ from the 1930-60 period. This may be caused by different
weather types dominating in the different periods. The different weather types are reflected in different
empirical orthogonal functions. This is verified by regional studies. The coinciding patterns in runoff
and precipitation are important aspects in climate studies and for extrapolation purposes.
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PREFACE

To determine the local response of a possible climate change, regional trends in runoff and
precipitation have to be mapped. li is also important to find the response and contribution of
different weather systems in runoff and precipitation series.

In this study the method of empirical orthogonal functions (E0E-method) has been used to separate
variations in time and space. The application of the EOF-method used on yearly, seasonal and
Gauss-filtered runoff and precipitation series is described. A presentation of the results, and the
connection between the results and physical processes is given.

The study is carried out at the Norwegian Water Resources and Energy Administration (NVE) in
cooperation with The Norwegian Meteorological Institute (DNMI) and the Department of
Geophysics at the University of Oslo (Ui0). The authors would especially like to thank Eirik
Førland and Inger Hanssen-Bauer at DNMI for providing a large data set and giving constructive
comments on the analysis and results. We would also like to thank professor Lars Gottschalk at Ui0
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0.E. and H.Hisclal

1. Introduction

One problemconcerningclimate change is to separatechanges due to human activitiesfrom the
natural variability.Studies of long and homogeneousclimatic time series are importantin this
context. In previous studies (Førlandet.al. 1991, Førland and Hanssen-Bauer1992, Roald and
Sælthun1990)timefluctuationsin precipitationandrunoffwereanalysed.Theseinvestigationsshow
systematicalregionaldifferencesin runoff and precipitation.Still, no comparativestudy of runoff
and precipitationhas been carried out.

The methodof empiricalorthogonalfunctions(theEOF-method)is suitablefor separatingtemporal
and spatialvariationsin time series. In Norwaythe methodhas been usedfor extrapolation(Hisdal
andTveito,1993),spatialinterpolation(HisdalandTveito,1992)andregionalizationof runoffseries
(Hisdaland Tveito, 1990).In these studiesno attemptshave been madeto isolatetemporaltrends.

Lins (1985) comparedprincipalcomponentsof runoff, precipitationand a drought index for the
United States to find relationsbetweenrunoff and meteorologicalvariables.He foundremarkable
coincidencebetweenthe variables.Pandii and Trnini (1991)made a study in the Kupabasin in
Croatia,to find the annualpatternof runoff in terms of principalcomponentsof precipitationand
waterbalance.Both studiesfoundprincipalcomponentssuitablefor suchanalysisand application.

In this investigationlong precipitationand runoff series are analysed applying the method of
empiricalorthogonalfunctions.The resultsfromthe EOF-analysisareusedto identifythe variations
in timeof the majorcomponentsof the series.Regionaldifferencesin the componentsare evaluated
studyingthe spatialvariationof the weight coefficientsfrom the EOF-analysis.The analysiswas
carriedoutfor severaldatasets,usingdifferentperiods,gauss-filtersof varyinglengthsanddifferent
seasons.A comparisonof the three30-yearnormalperiodsof this centuryhas beencarriedout.The
objective of this analysis has been to get a better understandingof the regional variations in
precipitationand runoff. The EOF-methodhas been used for decompositionof the variationsto
explainthem by climaticcharacteristics.

The studyhas beencarriedout at the NorwegianWaterResourcesand EnergyAdministration,with
valuablesupport and cooperationfrom Departmentof Geophysics,Universityof Oslo (computer
resourcesandscientificdiscussions)andDepartmentof Climate,NorwegianMeteorologicalInstitute
(precipitationdata series and scientificdiscussions).
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A study of regional trends in annual and seasonal precipitation and runoff series.

2. Review of methods

2.1 The EOF-method

The method of empirical orthogonalfunctionshas been applied for several purposeswithin the
hydrosciencesduringthe last threedecades.Thismethodhas showedto managelargesetsof spatial
and temporaldata in an efficientway.

For a detai1eddescription of the method see Essenwanger (1976). In the following a short
presentationis given to explainthe utilizationin this study.

The principlebehindthe methodis a lineartransformationof a set of correlatedspatiallydistributed
time series (in this studyrunoff and precipitationseries) into two new sets of orthogonaland thus
uncorrelatedfunctions. This transformationcan be describedas:

X(14,4 = Eh(ti)13j(t)
j=1

where:

P(t) are amplitudefunctions.
hj(u) are weightcoefficients.

The amplitudefunctionscontainthe temporalvariationsof the originaltime series.A few of these
functionswill containmost of the variationin the originalseries. Theyare arrangedin descending
order accordingto the proportionof varianceexplainedby each function.Consequently, most of
the variation will be explainedby a few functions.Redundantinformationin the lower ranked
amplitudefunctionscan be removed.

The weightcoefficientsdescribethe contributionof the amplitudefunctionsto the originalseries.
These weightscan be regardedas the spatialcomponentof the processX(u,t).

2.2 Rule N


To examinethe numberof significantamplitudefunctions,the Rule N significancetest was used.
The methodis explainedin detailby Preissendorfer(1988).Only a short descriptionis given here.

Themethodis basedon a MonteCarlosimulationgivingsampleswithdistributionNp(0,1). The null
hypothesisis that a nxp data matrixZ is drawnfrom such a population.

A MonteCarlo simulationgives 100independentnxp samples.For each samplethe eigenvalue
is calculated.The eigenvaluesare arrangedas follows:
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O.E.Tveao and H.Hisdal

12i(w)>—>Qp(w),

where p=min[n-1, p] and w =1,...,100. Then U (w) is calculated:

UP-a) =

(w) is ordered for each j:

ul(ad‹...<uPoiod

pi(05)=-Ui(w5)and pi(95).------.-Ui(w95).These two values define the 5% and 95% points on the cumulative
distribution of the j'th eigenvalue. Similarly for the real data set Z the eigenvalues are arranged
dl>....>d, and:

= djp-1E dkr1
J J

k=1

In both cases j=1,....,p and w=1,...,100.

The Rule N says that the significant number of amplitude functions p' is:

p' is the greatest j for which V > pi(95)
p' is zero if no such j exists.

The Rule N can easily be visualized by plotting the Vi, p3(05) and p1(95). When the Vi-line crosses
the pi(95)-line, the amplitude functions do not significantly contribute to explain the process.

2.3 Gauss filter

To identify long time trends in the data series, a Gauss filter was applied. Using filtered values,
single values are suppressed in favour of a value representative for the filter length. This filter was
selected because it gives a better consistence between observed and filtered extreme values than the
more traditional moving average filter. The Gauss filter is a weighted model, giving the central years
the most significant weights. The weights are given by:

20 2wid=e

where i and j are indexes in time and a the standard deviation. The filtered value is given by:
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A study of regional trends in annual and seasonal precipitation and runoff series.

where a is the standarddeviationand xi is the observedvalue. The filter length dependson
the standard deviation chosen. The tails of the time series are filtered to one side only, and
therefore less reliable than the filteredvaluesin the middleof the series. One shouldthereforebe
careful in interpretingtrends in the beginningand end of the filteredtime series.

7



0. E.Tvedo and II.Hisdal

3. Data sample

The investigationrequireslong and homogeneoustime series. To be able to do the E0E-analysis,
missing values are not allowed within the period to be examined. For this investigation129
precipitationseries was available. These are either homogeneousor corrected for heterogeneity
(Førlandet.al., 1991).

The runoffseriesare to representnaturalrunoff. Thismeansthatthe seriesshouldbe selectedfrom
unregulatedcatchmentsor adjustedfor regulations.A short studyexaminingthe homogeneityof
runoff series (Aagenæs,1993) resulted in 68 series availablefor this analysis, fulfillingall our
requirements.

The locationsof the data seriesare shownin figure3.1. Thedata seriesconsistof monthlyvalues.
Due to the demand of complete series, the number of series included in the analysis varies,
dependingon the period studied.

Figure 3.1 Locationof the data series used in the analysis. Runoffseries are marked as asterisks, precipitationseries
with a stand.
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A study of regional trends in annual and seasonal precipitation and runoff series.

Runott Precipitation

Figure 4.1 Rule N applied on the different data sets in this analysis. The ordinate shows the eigenvalue and the
abscissa the number of amplitudefunctions. The eigenvaluesof the data sets are plotted as a solid line,
the eigenvaluesof p(45) and p(95) of the random reference sets with dashed lines.
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0.E.Tvato and 1-1.Hisdal

4. Analysis

Both annual and seasonal series are analysed. Standardized and Gauss-filtered runoff and
precipitationwere studied.In each case an E0E-transformationproducedweightcoefficientsand
amplitudefunctions.The weightcoefficientswereanalysedusingcontourmapsandscatterplots,and
the amplitudefunctionsby plottingthem as time series.Contourmapsshowthe spatialvariationof
the weight coefficient.In the scatterplotsregionalgroupingbased on the two weightcoefficients
plotted can be discovered.The behaviour of the amplitude functions is used to detect temporal
trends in the material.

4.1 A licationof the Rule N methodon reci itation and runoffdata

The Rule N test was applied on all the data sets of annual values of precipitationand runoff,
unfiIteredand filtered, used in this study. The results were plotted, showingthat the significant
numberof amplitudefunctionsvariesfromthreeto five (figure4.1). In this studyonlythefirst three
componentsareconsidered.Thenumberof significantamplitudefunctionsis higherfor runoffseries
than for precipitationseries.This differenceis a result of the larger variabilityof the runoff data
causedby catchmentprocesses.

The relativecontributionof the componentscan be seen from the plots.

4.2 Annualseries

Annualseries from the period 1930-90was analysedboth for runoff (68 series) and precipitation
(102 series),separateand together.

4.2.1 Unfilteredseries

The first three amplitude functions of mnoff and precipitation are shown in figure 4.2. They contain
71 and 79%of the varianceof the originalrunoffandprecipitationseriesrespectively.The functions
of runoffand precipitationare almostsimilar.The annualseriesof the two variableshave the same
temporalvariations.From the plots is it not possibleto identifytrends in the data set.

In the analysis calendar years are used. This may cause some problemscomparingrunoff and
precipitation.Autumnprecipitationas snowis not reflectedin the runoff until the next year. If the
amountof precipitationstoredas snowis largea delaybetweenprecipitationand runoff amplitude
functionsmay occur.
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A study of regional irends in annual and seasonal precipUation and runoff series.

To map the regional differences, the weight coefficientshave to be examined. Contour plots
iIlustrate the spatial variabilityof the weight coefficients.The first coefficientof nmoff (figure
4.3a)
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Figure 4.2 The first three amplitudefunctionsfor the period 1930-90,yearly values. The solid line represents runoff,
the dashed line represents precipitation.

has a smoothvariability.Aneast-westchangein the coefficientis recognizedin southernNorway.
In northern Norwaythe change is northwards.The secondcomponent has an even more regular
behaviour. The pattern is somewhat rotated compared to the first component,the slope has a
northwest/southeastgradient.The third coefficientis orientatedeast-west.

The contourplots of the precipitationcoefficientsare evenmore regularthan for runoff. The first
coefficientis shownin figure4.3b. Its gradientis a little rotatedtowardswest-northwestcompared
to runoff. The secondcoefficientcontoursare almost identicalwith the runoffpattern. The third
is a little rotatedwest-southwestcomparedto runoff.

For regionalization,scatterplotsare convenient.Figure4.4a showsa scatterplotof the first weight
coefficientfor runoffplottedagainst the second. Clear groupsare seen in the figure. It confirms
that the first coefficient explains an east-west, or a coastal/continentalrelation. The second
coefficient seems to catch variation in the north-south gradient. Five distinct groups can be
recognized. The glacier catchmentsfall outside these groups. The geographicalpositions of the
groups are shown in figure 4.4b. The first and third coefficientgive a scatter from wet to dry
areas. The
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Figure 4.3 Contour plot the first weightcoefficientyearly values 1930-90:
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A study of regional trends UT annual and seasonal precipitation and runoff series.

second and third coefficientshow an almostcirculardistribution,starting in north followingthe
coastanticlockwiseendingin the innerpartsof southernNorway.Fromtheseplotsit seemslikethe
third coefficientexplainsdry/wetconditions.

The same three scatterplotswere analysedfor precipitation.Absence of stations in Troms and
Finnmarkgivesone missinggroupin the first versusthe secondweightcoefficient.Thereare some
minordifferencesbetweenrunoff and precipitation.This is caused by differentspatialdistribution
of inputseries to the E0E-analysis.The plotsof the first coefficientversusthe thirdand the second
versusthe third gave the same pattern as for runoff.

The E0E-analysis shows that the main temporal and spatial patterns of annual runoff and
precipitationare equal.Consequently,the two data sets were-combinedand analysed.The contour
plotsare shownin figure4.5. As for the individualstudiesof-runoffand precipitation,the different
componentshavedifferentgeographicalorientations.Thefirstcomponenthasan east-westgradient,
which implies that this component is caused by westerly weather systems. The other two
componentsare results of northwesterlyrespectivelywest-southwesterlyweather systems. The
conditionsare probablycontrolledby dominatingwinddirections.This shouldbe furtherexamined
by including dominatingpressure fields to the analysis, but is not within the frame of this
investigation.

. 6

0
0

1.coefficient 2. coefficient 3 coefficient

Figure 4.5 Contour plots of the first three weight coefficients of the combined data set.
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0.E.Tveito and H.Hisdal

4.2.2 Filtered series

Filtered series of runoff (1930-90) and precipitation (1900-1990) are established. Two filter lengths
are used, 3 and 9 standard deviations. This gives filters of 28 and 55 years respectively.

The eriod 1930-90 filter len th 9 standard deviations.

The amplitude functions resulting from the E0E-analysis of the 9o- (filter length 9 standard
deviations) are shown in figure 4.6. Long term fluctuations are reflected in the functions. The
number of fluctuations seems to increase with increasing number of the function. The first three
functions explain 93% of the original variance. The following properties are seen:

-The gradient of the first function is increasing from around 1960.
The second function turns around 1970.
The third function seems periodic.

The same pattern as for the runoff functions is recognized for precipitation.
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Figure 4.6 The first three amplitude functions for the series filtered with a 9a-filter. Period 1930-90. Runoff is
representedby a solid line, precipitation with a dashed line.
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A study of regional trends in annual and seasonci precipitation and runoff series.

Wecannot assumethat the samepropertiesare representedin the amplitudefunctionsof the filtered
series as in those of the unfilteredseries. The filteredseries have other statisticalpropertiesthan
the original series, and thereforethe expansionsinto EOFs will differ. Generallyone shouldbe
careful to interpret the physical meaning of the amplitudefunctions, since they solely reflect
statisticalproperties.

The contour map of the first coefficientof runoff is shownin figue 4.7a. Comparedto the map
of the unfiltered series (fig. 4.4) this map contains more variability. The filtered series are
smoothed,and fluctuationsfromthe generalregionalpatternsmay thereforegive largedeviations
in the magnitude of the weightcoefficients.This is seen in figure 4.7a where stationsdeviating
fromthe regionalbehaviour,causesharpcirclesin the contourmap (e.g., in the glacierarea in the
northwesternparts of southernNorway).Thisshowsthattheglaciercatchmentshavedifferentlong
termclimatic characteristicscomparedto catchmentsnot coveredby glaciers, due to longresponse
period of precipitation input.

6

-

Figure 4.7 Contour map of the weight coefficients for the 9a-filtered series.
Runoff.
Precipitation.

The main gradientof the first weightcoefficientis northwesterlyin southernNorwayand westerly
in northern Norway. In Nordlandthe lack of seriescause that no trustworthycontourlinescan be
established.The major patternsare the sameas forunfilteredseries, but the patternsof the filtered
series are a littie rotated to northwest.There are also some differences in the northern parts of
Eastern Norway.

The magnitude of the second weight coefficient of runoff changes from east to west. Some
variability in the high mountain and glacier areas in southern Norway occurs.

15



O.E.Tveito and ILHisdal

The third weight coefficientchanges in a southwesterlygradient. In this coefficient,strong local
variabilityis found in the glacier and high mountainareas.Thesepatternsdiffer from those found
in the unfilteredseries.

When examiningthe contourplot of the first weightcoefficientfor precipitation(figure4.7b), an
almosteast-westgradientis seen.The valuesat the westcoast are remarkable-stable,implyingthat
the influenceof the first amplitudefunctionis the same for the whole area.The variationseast of
the mountainsare mainlycontrolledby single observationsdeviatingfrom the regionalmean.An
exceptionis thesouth-coast(Agder),whichshowsa significantvariationfromthesurroundingareas.
In Trøndelag local variations are present. In this area the natural variability is large, and the
conditionsarehighlydependentof the dominatingwinddirection.It is thereforesensitiveto changes
in the wind direction.Due to few stationsin the northernparts of Norway,the results here are not
interpretedfurther.

For precipitationthe second weight coefficienthas dominatingsouthwest-northeastgradient.The
Agder area differsfrom the general pattern. It is seen that the valuesat the west-coastare stable.
The eastemparts,northof the Oslofjord,alsocan be consideredas an areawithstablevalues.Some
local, partly large, variations do though occur at certain stations. Still, three regions can be
established.

The third coefficientcontourmap of precipitationshowsa wet-drycomponentwith stable values
at the westcoast.East of the mountainsthere is a stronggradient.In Trøndelagthere is somelocal,
but smoothvariations.

As for the unfilteredseries of runoff and precipitation,the groupingof the weight coefflcientsis
examinedstudyingscatterplots.It is difficultto establishcleargroupsfrom the scatterplots. Some
tendenciesare found, but the general impressionis chaotic.Since the filtered series are smoothed
series, the varianceof the series is small.This will be reflectedin the EOF-analysis,giving large
variationsin weightcoefficientsfor deviatingseries.

From the study of the three coefficients,it is possibleto isolate some regions where the weight
coefficientvalues are stable.When an area is consideredto have stable values,the whole area is
reactingalmostequallyto the differentcomponentsdevelopedby the EOF-analysis.The valuesfor
all coefficientsare remarkablestable at the west coast. Also, the Agder area is stable. Eastern
Norwayhas the same characteristics,but in this area large local variationsoccur.The east side of
the Oslofjord(østfold) showsstablevaluesfor all threecoefficients.This is interesting,since there
are no runoff series availablefrom this area.

The eriod 1930-90 filter len th 3 standarddeviations.

The analysis of the series resulted filtered with a 3 standard deviationfilter length showed the
followingresults:
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A study of regional trends in annual and seasonal precipitafion and runoff series.

The three first amplitude functions (figure 4.8) are periodic with periods of about 10 years. The
first function has the most regular fluctuations, except in the first and last part of the period. These
irreplarities can be a result of the mirror effect. The functions for runoff and precipitation are with
a few exceptions equal.

The second and third functions also have fluctuations, but with more irregular amplitudes. This
indicates that the first function contains the general conditions common to the whole area during
the period, whi1ethe more regional information is found in the lower ranked functions. A further
investigation of the spatial behaviour of the weight coefficients confirms this.
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Figure 4.8 The first three amplitude functions for the series filtered with a 3a-filter. Period 1930-90. Runoff is
representedby a solid line, precipitation with a dashed line.

An examination of the weight coefficient scatter plot for runoff shows regional tendencies in the
first two coefficients, resulting in three groups. The first coefficient shows a south-north variation,
while the second has an east-west change. The third coefficient lacks clear regional variation. A
study of the contour plots confirms this impression.

Studying the contour plots for precipitation, a weak east west relationship is seen in the first weight
coefficient. The second coefficient shows a smooth variation, with an east west gradient. The third
coefficient plot is chaotic with no marked directions. Scatterplots confirm the impression found
in the contour plot.
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O.E.Tveno and Hilisdal

It is interestingto see the differencein the first weight coefficientof precipitationcomparedto
runoff. The runoff coefflcient pattern is chaotic compared to the smooth variations in the
precipitationcoefficients.This can be an effect of both catchment processes and the spatial
distributionof input series.

4.3 Preci itation 1900-1990

78 of the precipitationseries cover the period 1900-1990.These series, filtered as wells as
unfiltered,are used as input to an EOF-analysis.

Theamplitudefunctionshavethe samefluctuationsas for the period 1930-90.The amplitudesmight
be a little different due to other statistical properties of the reduced data sample. The most
remarkablecharacteristicof the first amplitudefunctionis the periodof almostconstantvaluefrom
—1930- 1955.In the series of 1930-90this periodshowsa weak decreasingtendency.

Contour and scatterplotswere examinedto find regional characteristicsof the precipitation.The
contourplot of the first weightcoefficientshow littledifferencefrom the plots of the period 1930-
90. The scatterplotof the first vs. the secondweightcoefficientof the filteredserieswith3a shows
little variationin the first weightcoefficient.The secondcoefficientshows more variation.In the
scatterplot a wet-dry (southeast-northwest)gradient is indicated, and this is confirmed by the
contourplot.The third coefficientalso shows a wet-drygradient,but rotated towards southwest-
northeast.

The study of the 9a. filter analysis gave the followingcharacteristics:The scatter shows more
variationin the first coefficientthan for the 3a example.Examiningthe first vs. the secondweight
coefficient,it is possibleto isolate somegroups.In the contourplot of the first coefficient(figure
4.9) the Agderregionis clear,but also an inlandregionnorth and west of Oslo is recognized.The
secondcoefficientcontourplotalso gives a furtherregionalizationin a western, an eastern and a
northernregion as shownin figure 4.10. The thirdcoefficientshows an east-westorientationwith
considerable"noise."

4.4 Seasonalvalues

An analysison seasonalmeanvalueswascarriedout.Onlyunfilteredserieswereused.The seasons
definedare winter (December-February),spring(March-May),summer(June-August)and autumn
(September-November).Only the contourplots are studied.
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Figure 4.11 First weight coefficientcontour plots of seasonalvalues of precipitation. a) winter, b) spring,
c) summer and d) autumn.
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Figure 4.12 Second weight coefficient contour plots of seasonal values of precipitation. a) winter, b) spring,
c) summer and d) autumn.

The spatial behaviour of the first weight of precipitation for the different seasons is shown in figure
4.11. The major patterns are the same, except in the summer season. This season is characterized
by little variation in southern Norway. For the other seasons the gradient is large. 1f a larger area
has little variation in the weight coefficients it implies that all stations have the same spatial pattern
of the physical characteristics connected to the corresponding amplitude function. The variability
that occurs in this area is therefore found in other amplitude functions. This is the case of the
eastern parts of south Norway in the summer season. Large scale processes, like frontal systems,
dominate small scale processes such as convective activity. 1n the summer season small scale
activity dominates in southeastern Norway. However, this activity is not reflected before in the
third amplitude function.

When it comes to the second coefficient (figure 4.12), the autumn season differs from the others.
The Trøndelag district has the same weight coefficient value as for the eastern parts of south
Norway instead of following the coastal influence. There are only small variations between the
seasons for the third coefficient.
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Figure 4.13 First weight coefficient contours of seasonalvalues of runoff. a) winter, b) spring, c) summer and d)
autumn.

The contour plots for the first weight coefficients of runofffor the four seasonsare shownin figure
4.13. The winter season has the same patternas for precipitation,but large local deviationsare
present. In the spring season the weight coefficientpattern differs a lot from the precipitation
coefflcientpattern. This season has a maximumzone in the mountainarea, due to snow melt. In
the summerperiod an extreme maximumis detectedin the Jostedal Glacier area. In the southern
parts of the country the same patternsare foundin precipitationand runoff. The differencein the
southeasternparts is probablycausedby differencesin thestationnetwork.In the autumnthe runoff
and precipitationpattern coincides.

The second coefficient is shown in figure 4.14. Surprisinglythe general patterns for runoff and
precipitationcoincidefor the first three seasons.This means that the snowmelt is not reflectedby
the secondamplitude function. The autumn is also very similar, but there are some differencesin
the Møre area and northwards.
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The third coefficientshows extreme gradients in Finnmarkin the winter period. Generallythe
characteristicsare the same for runoff and precipitation,but local variations can be large in
mountainareas.The patternsfor the spring period largelyhave the same characteristics

Figure 4.14 Second weight coefficient contours of seasonal values of runoff. a) winter, b) spring, c) summer
and d) autumn.

as the first coefficient,and are very differentfrom thoseof to precipitation.In the summerperiod
there is a maximumin high mountainareas,probablyexplainingsummersnow melt.The patterns
deviate strongly from the behaviour of precipitation. In the autumn the contour maps for
precipitationand runoff are similar.

Differencesbetweenthe two variablescan primarilybe explainedby snow melt, as expected,and
probablyby the varyingstationcover in certain areas.
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4.5 Periodica1studies

To examinetemporalchangesin the physicalcharacteristicsof the principalcomponents,theseries
of precipitationwas dividedinto threesub periodsof 30 years. An E0E-analysiswas carriedout
for each period. The spatialdistributionof the weightcoefficientswas examined.

Contourmaps of the first coefficientare shownin figure4.15. The first and last periodshow

1900-30 1930-60 1960-90

Figure 4.15 Contours of the first weight coefficientof the three normal periods in this century for precipitation,9a-
filter.

the same behaviour.The weight coefficientfield is orientated along the mountainsin southern
Norway, in a west-northwestorientation.In the period between a different pattern occurs.This
period has a north-northwestorientationwith a stronggradient south of Trøndelagand very little
variationin the southernparts.The differencecoincideswith the behaviourof the first amplitude
functionof the 9a filteredseriesdescribed in the section 4.4 (figure 4.16). This may be caused by
a change in the dominating weather directions. The pattern of the first and last period is also found
in the second function of the middle period. The first function explains 42, 44 and 43% in the
respective periods, the second 26, 32 and 27%. These numbers tell that the differences between the
functions are small, and that a little variation in the data series can cause a "shift" between the
functions.

The second coefficient (figure 4.17) shows variation in each of the three periods. The first period
has a westerly orientation. The period 1930-60 shows a pattern very similar to that of the first
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coefficient for the periods of 1900-30 and 1960-90. In the last period, the second coefficient has a
northwestern orientation with gradually decreasing weight coefficient values.

For the third coefficient the same as for the first coefficient happens. The first and last period show
similar behaviour, with a westerly gradient dominating. T'he second period has a southwestern
orientation.
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Figure 4.16 The first amplitude function of precipitation,9o-filter, for the period 1900-90.

.3

1900-30 1930-60 1960-90

Figure4.17 Contours of the second weight coefficientof the threenormalperiods in this century for precipitation,9o-
filter.
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5 REGIONAL ESTIMATES

To analyse the influence of the different amplitude functions in different parts of the country, a
verification analysis for several series was carried out. The observed series were plotted with both
the individual contributions from the amplitude functions, and the sum of all three functions. The
following expression was used:

=nt(u) s(ll)*E h it))
=k

where:
x(u,t)
h(u)
P(t)
s(u)
m(u)

is the generated series.
is the j'th weight coefficient for series at location u.
is the j'th amplitude function.
is the standard deviation of the series.
is the mean value.
is the first weight coefficient and amplitude function to be used.
is the last weight coefficient and amplitude function to be used.

E.g., if only the first component is used, k=n=1.

Only 9a-flltered series were analysed. The locations of the stations used are indicated in figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1 Locations of the test series.
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The regional estimates were calculated for 12 runoff and 12 precipitation series selected from all
over Norway. In figure 5.2 hydrographs and hyetographs from each of the regions marked in figure
4.4 are plotted. In table 5.1 the variance contribution from the individual amplitude functions in the
selected series are shown. The runoff and precipitation series in figure 5.2 and table 5.1 are selected
as typical for their regions.

Table 5.1 Explained variancesby the first three amplitudefunctionsfor runoff and precipitationat selected stations.

Runoff-410 3% 60% 26%

Prec.-910 0% 50% 35%

Runoff-574 97% 1% 1%

Prec.-4336 99% 0% 0%

Runoff-614 98% 1% 0%

Prec.-5147 96% 1% 0%

Runoff-636 77% 15% 1%

Prec.-7210 80% 14% 3%

Runoff -729 77% 13% 9%

Prec.-8685 63% 30% 6%

The results show that the variance coverage in runoff and precipitation coincides in all regions. In
region 1 the second amplitude function dominates. The third function also gives a significant
contribution. The second function represents south-easterly/north-westerly weather systems. Region
2 and 3 are totally dominated by the first function, representing westerly weather types. Region 4,
at the northwest coast and Trøndelag, and region 5 are dominated by the first function, but the
second function also contributes.

The study verifies that the different functions contain information about variability in runoff and
precipitation due to different dominating wind directions or climate types. The first function
containing the southwesterly to westerly winds, and the second function containing winds around
the northwest/southeast axis. The third function is more difficult to interpret, but it seems to cover
variations in the inland zone, caused by convective activity. These results coincide with the
knowledge of different weather systems dominating in different parts of the country.
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Figure 5.2 Hydrographs and hyetographs for the selected series. The observed series is plotted as

a solid line, the first amplitude function contribution as a dotted line, the second

amplitude function contribution as a dashed line and the third amplitude function contribution as a dash-

dotted line. The resulting series of all three functions is plotted as a solid line with A markers.
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6 CONCLUSIONS

The EOF-method has been used for identification of trends and regional patterns in homogenous
runoff and precipitation series. The number of significant amplitude functions explaining the
variation in time, is three to five. In this study the first three functions are examined. They cover
71 to 93% of the original variance. The 1ower ranked functions may also contribute to the variance.
In most cases this information can be regarded as noise.

The study shows that the temporal variation of runoff and precipitation coincide. An optimal cover
of data for climatic analysis may therefore be obtained by using a combination of these variables.
The result is important for extrapolation purposes in future research.

Annual values of runoff and rainfall amplitude functions have the same properties. The deviations
occurring in the analysis of seasonal values are caused by storage effects (snow/glacier cover) and
the difference between point and catchment processes.

Trends can be detected studying filtered series, especially when the 9cs filter is used. In the first
amplitude function periods close to a thirty-year interval appear. Analysing the three periods 1900-
30, 1930-60 and 1960-90, the results from the first and last period are different from that of the
second period. This is caused by a variation of the main weather type which is explained by the first
and second amplitude function. Amplitude functions based on annual unfiltered series cannot be
used to identify trends.

Regional verifications show that the different characteristics of the amp1itude functions can be
explained by dominating weather types. Different amplitude functions explain the main part of the
variation in runoff and precipitation in different parts of the country. This is confirmed by
considering these geographical areas and the extent to which they are exposed to different weather
systems. This is in accordance with the results of the studies of the contour plots and scatterplots

To get a better understanding of the physical properties of the amplitude functions, studies are
required to find relations between other large scale phenomena and the runoff/precipitation
components. This is necessary when evaluating the local influence of output from c1imatic models
as well.
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